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By purchasing a Boxer Agriculture Equipment ATV Series Rotary Mower you have purchased a product 

designed to give a first class finish and also have a long product life, if used and maintained correctly as 

detailed in this manual. 

A variety of options are available from the factory, and many of these are also suitable for retro-fitment if 

your requirements change, or you purchase this machine used, and wish to use a different set-up.  

We are more than happy to offer advice & support throughout the lifetime of the machine. 

This manual also contains important Health & Safety Executive information and guidelines. 

 

The information contained in this manual is correct at the time of going to press. However, in the course 

of development, changes in specification are inevitable. 

 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
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1.1 HSE INFORMATION 

Introduction 

This information sheet gives advice on the safe use of ATVs. It covers the two main types used in off-road 

working in agriculture and forestry, which are: sit-astride ATVs:  

any motorised vehicle designed to travel on four low-pressure tyres on unpaved surfaces, with a seat 

designed to be straddled by the operator and handlebars for steering control. They are intended to be 

used by a single operator with no passenger. However, this type also includes ATVs intended for use by a 

single operator, but with a special seat for a passenger behind the operator. These vehicles are generally 

called ATVs in agriculture, quad bikes in leisure use and all-terrain cycles (ATCs) in forestry; 

sit-in machines: side-by-side mini-utility vehicles, usually with a steering wheel, where the driver sits in a 

conventional seat and there is generally seating for one or more passengers. These are often called ATVs 

in both agriculture and forestry. 

The ATVs covered by this sheet are those designed for off-road use only. However, agricultural, 

horticultural and forestry users can register an ATV as a ʻLight agricultural vehicleʼ for limited on-road use 

in connection with their business (see ʻRoad useʼ). 

Accidents 

Both types of machine are designed to cope with a wide variety of terrain types, including steep slopes, 

but if used outside their safe operating parameters they can very rapidly become unstable. This is why 

most ATV accidents involve overturning. 

On average, two people die each year in ATV accidents. Non-fatal accidents are estimated to amount to 

over 1000 serious injuries per year. The underlying causes of accidents were usually one or more of the 

following: 

  lack of structured training and/or experience; 

  incorrect/lack of protective clothing; 

  excessive speed; 

  carrying a passenger or an unbalanced load; 

  tipping on a bank, ditch, rut or bump; 

  a steep slope combined with other factors, eg 

 ground or load conditions; 

  towing excessive loads with unbraked equipment. 

 

Route planning and stability 

Most accidents with these machines have occurred where they have either been driven on new routes 

over steep ground for the first time, or have been carrying or dragging destabilising loads. When travelling 

      over rough terrain, get to know your own ground and stick to planned 

      routes where possible. Walk new routes if necessary to check for  

      hidden obstructions. Allow for changes in ground conditions and for  

      the destabilising effect of loads or attachments. 

 

 

 

Sit-astride ATVs (quad bikes/ATCs)       
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REMEMBER  

- GET PROPERLY TRAINED AND ALWAYS WEAR HEAD PROTECTION 

Training 

Under the Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 (PUWER), there is a legal requirement 

for employers to provide adequate training and to ensure that only employees who have received 

appropriate training in their safe use, including the use of any towed equipment or attachments, are 

permitted to ride ATVs. The same requirements apply to the selfemployed.  

HSE regards training provided by recognised training providers as being ʻadequateʼ for the purposes of 

PUWER. 

You can get details of suitable training courses from franchised ATV dealers, manufacturersʼ websites, 

EASI (European ATV Safety Institute), the Forestry Commission and Lantra Awards. Training is also 

available from agricultural trainers and colleges 

accredited by these bodies. 

 

 

1. DO NOT –  Operate the mower without all the correct guards fitted.  

2. DO NOT –  Alter engine settings unless stated by Engine manufacturer.  

3. DO NOT –  Touch any moving or rotating parts, during working conditions  

4. DO NOT –  Stop the engine immediately after heavy use, (See section 5.6)  

5. DO NOT –  Operate the mower without suitable ear and eye protection  

6. DO NOT –  Allow passengers.  

7. DO NOT –  Leave machine un-attended while operating  

8. DO NOT –  Run the engine in an enclosed area, exhaust gases contain Carbon Monoxide and are  

  fatal if inhaled.  

9. DO NOT –  Operate the mower on excessively steep slopes.  

10. DO NOT –  Operate the mower unless all safety features are fitted to the mower and are used  

  correctly  

11. DO NOT –  Operate the mower until you have read and understood the entire operators manual  

12. DO NOT –  Wear loose fitting clothing, to avoid catching on parts of the machine  

13. DO NOT –  Try to remove blockages while the engine is running. Ensure engine is stopped and the  

  rotor has finished Rotating, before any servicing takes place to your mower.  

14. DO NOT –  Operate the mower in Dark conditions unless suitable artificial light is used.  

15. DO NOT –  Operate if excessive vibration occurs, stop the machine immediately and view   

  maintenance chart.  

16. DO NOT –  Climb on the mower.  

 

2 IN THE INTEREST OF SAFETY: DO NOT 
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3 IN THE INTEREST OF SAFETY: DO  

1. DO – Follow Engine manufactures guideline.  

2. DO – Ensure all spectators are a safe distance away when operating.  

3. DO – Carry out regular servicing and checks before use.  

4. DO – Clear cutting area from potential damaging components.  

5. DO – Reduce speeds when working on hillsides or rough terrain  

6. DO – Be aware components can be hot after operation  

7. DO – Follow any towing guidelines stated by ATV manufacturer.  

8. DO – Show some caution when filling the tank with petrol, especially if engine components are hot.  

9. DO – Ensure all safety decals are in good condition, replace any that are damaged.  

10. DO – Keep hands and feet away from rotating blades  

11. DO – Ensure mower is in transport position before transporting from workplace.  

 

4 INSTRUCTIONS / WARNING DECALS 

KEEP WHEEL NUTS TIGHT CHECK DAILY  

REFER TO THE OPERATORS MANUAL  

FOR CORRECT TYRE INFLATION PRESSURE  

OBSERVE TOWING VEHICLE MAX TOWING LIMITS OR TRAILER 

MAX WEIGHTS  

ATTENTION  

Your responsibilities before operating this machine are:  

．Read Understand and Follow the safety procedures manual  

．Train operators before using & review safety procedures regularly  

．Ensure that all guards are in place before operating  

．Keep Hand, Feet, Hair and Clothing away from all moving parts  

．Avoid wearing loose clothing whenever possible  

．Maintain as per schedule in the safety procedures. Especially Blades and Securing Hardware, due to the hazard they 

 present should any part break loose during operation  

．During maintenance, use suitable support stands  

．DO NOT allow any persons to ride on the equipment  
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Carefully read operators  

manual before handling this  

machine. Observe in 

structions and safety rules  

when operating. 

 

 

 

Caution - Rotating blades.  

Maintain sensible working distance 

from machine 

and keep hands and feet clear of 

blades 

 

 

 

Caution - Entanglement Hazard. Keep 

hands away from rotating components 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Caution - risk of flying objects. Keep a safe 

distance from machine at all times 

Noise Levels 
The sound of this machine, as measured at the typical operator location under normal operating 

conditions, is 91db. If being towed by an open-cab vehicle, it is essential that ear defenders or a suitable 

helmet is worn at all times. If being towed behind an closed-cab UTV, 4x4 or similar, then the cab should 

remain closed to reduce noise. 

 

WARNING: Ear defenders or other suitable protection should be worn at all times when operating 

 

Before attachment, ALWAYS ensure the following: 

- All safety guards & decals are in good working order and correctly fitted 

- All blades are correctly fitted, undamaged, and not worn to excess 

- Lubrication points have been lubricated as per scheduled maintenance period 

- The engine oil level is correct & has been maintained as per the handbook 

- Drive belt(s) are in good working order 

- The tyres are free of damage and inflated to the correct pressure 

The above decals should be located on your mower. If any of the above decals ar not located 

on your mower or are damaged in any way contact for some replacement decals before use. 

5 OPERATING INSTRUCTOINS AND ADJUSTMENIS 

5.1 INITIAL CHECK 
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NOTE: This machine is designed to attach to the towing vehicle through a 50mm diameter ball hitch or 

pin hitch. 

1. Reverse the towing vehicle up to the machine. 

2. Attach the machine onto the towing vehicle’s coupling using either the auto-lock coupling or  suitable 

pin hitch. Ensure the hitch is securely attached to the towing vehicle 

3. Attach the emergency stop contol box to the towing vehicle, in a secure location within easy  reach 

by the operator. 
 

WARNING: EMERGENCY STOP / MACHINE CONTROLS MUST BE WITHIN REACH OF THE 

 OPERATOR DURING NORMAL OPERATION! 

WARNING: ENSURE CONTROL EQUIPMENT IS SECURELY ATTACHED TO THE TOWING 

 VEHICLE BEFORE USE! 

WARNING: CHECK OPERATION OF EMERGENCY STOP CONTROL BEFORE  COMMENCING WORK! 
 

4. With the engine OFF, adjust the working height to a suitable level by turning the height adjuster   

at the front left of the machine. 

5. Level the machine to suit the drawbar & cutting height. This is achieved by twisting the link 

 connector fitted to the drawbar. When on level ground, the top face of the mower deck (where the 

engine is mounted) should be approximately parallel to the ground. 

 

NOTE: Ensure that the operator is suitably qualified to use a machine of this nature and that they have 

fully read and understood this manual - they should be aware of all safety aspects relating to the safe use 

of the machine. 

Prior to starting work the area to be cut should be checked for dangerous objects such as large stones, 

wood, wire, glass etc.– hazardous objects should be removed from the area prior to operation with the 

machine. The location of unmovable or natural hazards such as drain covers should be noted, or if 

necessary ‘marked’, to indicate to the operator that the area should either be avoided or additional 

caution adopted whilst working around the hazard. 

Operating Limits 

WARNING: DO NOT OPERATE BEYOND OPERATING LIMITS, DAMAGE TO MACHINERY OR INJURY TO 

OPERATOR MAY OCCUR. 

Minimum / Maximum Ambient Temperature: -15°C / 40°C 

Minimum / Maximum Altitude: 0 metres / 1500 metres * 

Maximum Inlinination: 20° in any direction 

*Adjustment to carburettor jet size above 1500m will allow operation above this level, please call for 

advice. 

OPERATION 5.3 

ATTACHING THE MACHINE 5.2 
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Daily Checks 
Before use each day, and with the engine switched off and keys removed, the following checks should be 

undertaken; 

• Blades - With the engine switched off and keys removed, the condition of the blades should be checked. 

 Any damaged or missing blades should be replaced immediately. 

• Engine - Fluid levels should be checked daily before use and topped-up as necessary. Ensure the air 

 intake and screen grid are clear of debris. Ensure engine is in good order and maintained as per engine 

 manufacturer schedule. 

• Bearings - Ensure bearings are in good order and greased as per the maintenance schedule. 

• Belts - Ensure belts are in good order, free of debris, dirt and grease and do not have signs of damage 

 eg. cracking, frayed edges, uneven wear. 

• Fuel - Ensure fuel is clean and free of dirt / debris. If necessary check condition of fuel filter. 

• Hitch - Check condition of swivel hitch, and ensure this is attached securely to towing vehicle. 

• Tyres - Ensure tyres are free from damage and inflated to the correct working pressure for the 

 conditions at hand. 

 

 

If required the drawbar on the FA Series can be offset to up and down. 

The machine is offset by unscrewing the pin as shown below. The drawbar can then be moved to the 

desired location, and the pin replaced in a suitable hole. The pin must be tightened firmly to prevent 

movement of the drawbar, and should be checked periodically for tightness. 

It is advisable to use the machine with the Pin (as shown centre of picture above) offset as above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WARNING: Changing the drawbar angle must be undertaken with the engine switched off & the 

ignition keys removed. Failure to do so could result in injury or damage to the machine. 

 

 

DRAWBAR ADJUSTMENT 5.4 
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After ensuring all daily checks have been undertaken (see above),and with the engine throttle on idle 

setting start the engine by turning the ignition key. Depending on the ambient temperature and engine 

temperature, choke may be required. Once the engine is running and choke off, engage drive by 

increasing the engine throttle to maximum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WARNING: Changing the drawbar angle must be undertaken with the engine switched off & the 

ignition keys removed. Failure to do so could result in injury or damage to the machine. 

STARTING THE ENGINE 5.5 

STARTING WORK 5.6 

After ensuring all daily checks have been undertaken (see above),and with the engine throttle on idle 

setting start the engine by turning the ignition key. Depending on the ambient temperature and engine 

temperature, choke may be required. Once the engine is running and choke off, engage drive by 

increasing the engine throttle to maximum. 

WARNING: As the FA Series use a centrifugal clutch drive system, the engine must be run at maximum 

speed AT ALL TIMES when cutting. 

 

The forward working speed will depend greatly on the working conditions and nature of the material 

being cut. Optimal speed will be in the region of 3-8 km/h (2-5 mph). 

 

Belts 

The FA Series are fitted with a single, serpentine drive belt driving all three rotors: 

Note: Drive belts are a wearing part, and must be replaced if showing signs of wear. 

When set correctly, drive belts will automatically tension & adjust for wear due to the spring system 

shown. 

As part of the yearly maintenance shedule, this tensioning system should be checked and a small amount 

of grease applied to the springs and belt tensioner mounting bolts to prevent corrosion. 

DRIVE BELTS EN POWER TRANSMISSION 5.7 
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Belt Fitment / Replacement 

1. Switch machine off & remove ignition keys. For recoil start models remove ignition lead(s) 

2. Remove both belt gaurd covers 

3. Remove old belt, taking note of routing if different from above 

4. Feed new belt around pulleys as per above diagrams, but do not feed around tensioning pulley 

5. Using a pry bar or large screw driver, pull tensioning assembly tight to allow fitment of belt 

6. Check belt can rotate freely, and refit guards. 

7. Run-in belt under a no-load situation for 1-2 minutes before use. 

 

All machines in the FA range are fitted with centrifugal clutches, an important safety feature to act as 

overload suppression & to allow easy starting & stopping of the machine. The centrifugal clutch is a 

sealed unit and will not require any maintenance. 

Throttle Adjustment 

Should you have trouble starting or stopping your mower, if, for example, the throttle cable has 

become 

bent or damaged, you may need to adjust the throttle as follows; 

Required: 1 philips head screwdriver. 

Locate the throttle cable retaining bracket at the front of the engine, 

loosen as shown using a philips head screwdriver. 

 

 

Set the throttle to FULL CHOKE, as shown below. 

 

 

 

 

With the throttle at full choke, pull the plastic part of the cable 

upwards, and tighten the retaining bracket 

when the choke lever just touches the plastic topped adjuster screw. 

Test for correct start / stop operation. 

 

MAINTENANCE 6 
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All maintenance, cleaning and repair operations must be performed with the machine suitably supported, 

the engine switched off (and cool), and the ignition keys removed. 

NOTE: For commercial use, log hours of operation in a maintenance booklet to ensure proper 

maintenance intervals and continued service. 

After first 1 hours of work 

- Check all nuts and bolt for tightness – retighten if required. 

- Check belt tension and taper lock tightness – adjust / tighten if required 

 (refer to belt section for details of adjustment). 

Every 8 hours or daily 

- Check all nuts and bolt for tightness – retighten if required. 

- Check belt condition and replace if necessary 

- Check wear and condition of blades – replacing missing, or damaged bladess immediately. 

- Check condition of safety guards – repair or replace if not performing their function. 

- Check operation of emergency stop control 

LUBRICATE 

- Lubricate rotor bearings – Apply grease to the three main rotor bearings. See below for locations of the 

 grease points. 

After every 100 hours (or annually, whichever occurs first), in addition to the above 

- Check belt condition - replace if required 

- Check axle bearing condition - replace or lubricate as required 

- Check main rotor bearings condition - replace as required 

- Check condition of battery & connections 

- Check condition of fuel lines & replace if damaged or perished 

- Check condition of battery cables - replace if worn. 

- Check clutch operation (disengage at idle, engage at approx 30% throttle) 

 

Over time, the blades on your machine will wear, and performance will deteriorate. It is important that 

the blades are kept in good condition to ensure a long service life and to prevent premature wear. 

Blades should be replaced when either; 2mm has worn off the end of the blade; the blade has become 

blunt or damaged; blades are missing. 

When replacing blades visually inspect the mounting bolts and bushes, if applicable. These are all wearing 

part and will require replacement if they become worn to excess. Also perform a visual check of the blade 

carrier, and if damaged or twisted, replace. 

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE 6.1 

BLADE CONDITION EN REPLACEMENT 6.2 
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TROUBLESHOOTING 7 

Machine Disposal 

Disposal of this machine and any of its component parts must be performed in a responsible and 

inoffensive manner respecting all current laws relating to this subject. Materials forming this machine that 

must undergo differentiated division and disposal are: 

– Steel 

– Mineral Oil 

– Rubber 

– Plastic 
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This warranty does not cover defects arising from fair wear and tear, wilful damage, negligence, misuse, 

abnormal working conditions, use in competition. 

The machinery must have been serviced in accordance with the Operator’s Manual 

and the Service Log must have been kept up to date and made available to the dealer should service, 

repair or warranty work be undertaken. 

This warranty does not cover claims in respect of wearing parts such as blades, flails, paintwork, tyres, 

belts, hydraulic hoses, bearings, bushes, linkage pins, top links, ball ends unless there is a manufacturing 

or material defect or the cost of normal servicing items such as oils and lubricants. 

This warranty does not extend to parts, materials or equipment not manufactured by Boxer Agriculture 

Equipment, for which the Buyer shall only be entitled to the benefit of any such warranty or guarantee 

given by the manufacturer to Boxer Agriculture Equipment. Only genuine replacement parts will be 

allowable for warranty claims. 

All parts replaced by Boxer Agriculture Equipment under warranty become the property of Boxer 

Agriculture Equipment and must be returned to Boxer Agriculture Equipment if so requested. Such parts 

may only be disposed of after a warranty claim has been accepted and processed by Boxer Agriculture 

Equipment. 

WARRANTY 8 


